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ABSTRACT: This paper aims to quantitatively evaluate the impact of design decisions on the energy 
use and resultant carbon dioxide impact of a house. It will compare the modelled impacts of house over 
a lifetime of three architect’s designs in a temperate zone.  It will suggest in analogy that the impact of 
a dwelling’s life and death is dependant on the decisions of the designer at its conception.  
Research into energy in buildings previously has focused on two aspects: the embodied energy in 
materials used in construction and the energy used to heat and cool a building. This paper draws 

together these two areas of study and evaluates them in a structured way, to form a hybrid framework 
for an accounting process to assist decision-making. Computer modelling programs are used and the 
results evaluated in the context of a modelled lifestyle. The BHP Steel LISA program, which assesses 
the impact of the materials used, is linked to NatHERS, a program used to analyse comfort and energy 
use. Analysis is presented to show environmental cost/benefits of various strategies employed by 
designers. This framework and method allows analysis of design decisions reducing the inherent 
complexity of residential design in temperate climates. 
 

Conference theme: Architecture and the environment 
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INTRODUCTION 
The construction of a house and its operation as a 
residence consumes energy. It is an inevitable 
consequence that this energy use results in the emission 
of greenhouse enhancing gases, to a lesser or greater 
extent depending in the fuel source. Hydro, solar or wind 

power have almost negliable emissions, with emissions 
being limited to construction and maintenance of the 
power source, however, in NSW, if the source of this 
energy is grid connected electricity or natural gas, there 
will be significant emissions resulting from energy use. 
 
Analysis of a house in terms of its whole life cycle shows 
household transportation, holidays, product consumption 
and land use result in significant emissions. (Henriksen 

2002, Johnston and Chaplin 2000, Treloar and Fay 
1998). Transportation and land use are controlled at a 
town planning level and an individual designer, however, 
can only influence the impact resulting from heating and 
cooling and house construction. Though small, these 
impacts are still significant. This study attempts to 
quantify these impacts to help allow designers to 
understand what possible difference different design 

choices make. From this position informed decisions can 
be made. The designer’s decisions as to the 
configuration, orientation, size of windows, material 
choices, will all be investigated. They are the formative 
influences in the natural performance of the building. 
 

1. DESIGN  
 
1.1. The life cycle Analogy 
We are familiar with the idea of a life cycle from the study 

of living things. All organisms will be born, grow and die, 
in a cycle of life in the species. This analogy can be 
applied to buildings. One way it is used is as a mental 
device for calculating long term monetary costs as life 
cycle costs. Another way it is used is that some 

architects have tried to argue that buildings can be 
organisms (Yeang 1972). However this second approach 
must be treated also as an analogy as with current 
building technology the materials of a building are only a 
framework for living things. The analogy to energy use 

and impact of a building allows quantitative analysis. 
 
1.2. Optimisation in design 
Optimization is the search for a ‘best’ situation. The aim 
of the study was not to look for ways of absolutely 
reducing energy use, but to examine the benefits of 
appropriate energy use. The study is conducted from the 
perspective of a designer and presenting a method for 

assessing the impacts of design decisions. The research 
is focused on developing an understanding of the 
balance between embodied energy and utilization 
energy, which is not well understood (CSIRO 1999). 
It has been shown that the addition of embodied energy 
could save utilization energy by increasing the level of 
comfort in a typical project home (Henriksen 2001). This 
paper will discuss the use of a simplified method of life 

cycle analysis that can be used to inform design 
decisions in the designer’s typically iterative process 
(Lang 1987), once an initial form has been determined 
with a conceptual realization of a basic arrangement of 
functions in response to site and orientation (Cole 1997). 
This paper shows a simple and accessible method that 
allows the energy, ‘greenhouse gas’ impact to be 
evaluated and the benefits of possible options to be 

determined. 
 

2. THE CASE STUDY DESIGNS 
 
2.1. The Architects 
The case study houses are proposals for an energy 
efficient prototype house for LandCom at Metford, not far 
from Newcastle NSW. The winning design by the 
architect Glen Spicer was built. It will be called Design S 
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below. A design by Ian Gill that was commended is 
below called Design G. And the most radical 
experimental deign by Lindsay Johnston is called Design 
J. These three architects are all committed to an 

environmental response and were working with the same 
brief. This was an ideal situation to compare real-world 
design responses.  

 

 

 

 

 

 Source: Glen Spicer  

Figure 1: Plan of Design S  (N.T.S)
    

 

Figure 2: North view of S house 

2.3. Design J 
The architect Lindsay Johnston designed this house as a 
response to the experience of his award winning house, 
Four Horizons. It has a compact plan, with the house 
area being 118m2 or 160m2 including the separate 
garage. This relates to a conditioned area of 94.3m2. 
The house is orientated 27 degrees East of North. 

(Figures 3 and 4). 

 

 
Figure 3: Model of Design J house 
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Source: Lindsay Johnston 

Figure 4: Plan of Design J case study house 
 
2.2. Design S 
The house is both a conscious attempt at passive solar 
design and could still be considered a typical suburban 
house. It has a net floor area of 182 m2 of which 131m2 
is assumed conditioned. 
 

2.4. Design G 
This proposal is by the architect Ian Gill. The orientation 
and arrangement of the spaces, and the size and 
location of windows was considered fixed. It has a gross 
floor area of 181m

2
 and a conditioned floor area of 

110m
2
. The house is orientated due North. Of the three 

proposals this was the most strongly zoned, having all of 
the habitable rooms facing North. (Figures 5 and 6) 

 
Figure 5: Case study house Section Design G. 

3. METHOD 
 
3.1. Life cycle analysis 
This study aimed to show quantitatively the 
consequences for overall energy use, greenhouse gas 

emissions and cost of a number of measures to improve 
the thermal performance of a residence. The 
arrangement of the spaces was considered fixed as the 
issue of orientation had been considered. The issue of 
ventilation was not addressed as the analysis of climate 
data of the location of the case study building showed 
greater number of hours where heating energy was 
needed to reach comfort than hours where cooling was 
needed . The energy used to directly construct the 

building and in the materials is added to a model of 
energy uses to heat and cool.  
 

3.2. Embodied energy and impacts for construction 
Quantity values for the various materials uses in the case 
study were entered into the LCA in Sustainable 

Architecture (LISA) decision support tool, developed by 
BHP Steel. The LISA database contains inventory values 
for a wide range of construction materials derived from 
analysis of manufacturing processes and reports the 
outputs in terms of: Greenhouse gas emissions, resource 
energy consumption, suspended particulate emissions, 
NOx and SOx emissions and freshwater consumption. 
This study uses the energy and greenhouse gas 

emissions indicators. As these values are derived from 
the direct inputs into manufacturing process they do not 
take into account the industries such as office supplies 
and banking that support the process. This is a wider 
system boundary and increases the values as the work 
of Treloar (1998) shows. This paper assumes that for the 
purposes of comparing two similar buildings the activity 
of associated support or service industries to the various 
processes would be relatively similar. The construction 

energy was calculated based on values from the study 
by P.T. See (Pullen 2000), who determined an average 
value of 0.23GJ/m

2
 of floor area for construction energy, 

of which 28% was tool use and 69% transportation. 

 Source: Ian Gill 
Figure 6: Case study house plan Design G.  
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Using the Australian Institute of Energy (AIE 
2001)conversion factors this equates to 0.069GJ of 
electricity at 3.6MJ/0.968x10

-3
tCO2 giving 0.0186tCO2/m

2
 

and 0.161GJ of fuel at 0.00244tCO2/GJ, giving 

0.00039tCO2/m2. The recycling component of the 
material is included in the material value and the site 
energy for demolition is estimated in relation to the time 
taken 26 weeks to construct (26 weeks) and to demolish 
(2 weeks) giving a value of 10% of the construction 
energy or 0.023GJ/m2. 

 
3.3. Assumption made regarding the life cycle  
The life cycle chosen is 50 years. Predicting the life 
expectancy for a house is difficult as the reasons for the 

end of life are varied (Johnstone 2002). A period of 50 
years was chosen as it seems to be an average figure 
used by industry and researchers in published literature 
(Petersen 2002, Pullen 2000, Winther 1999). Also a 
period of 50 years is supported by housing maintenance 
schedules published by the National Public Works 
Council (1993). For simplification it is assumed that the 
actions of the household will be consistent over the life 

cycle and that the climate is consistent. 
 
3.4. Utilization heating and cooling energy simulation 
The case study building was simulated in the Nationwide 
House Energy Rating Scheme (NatHERS) thermal 
modelling program, which is based on the CSIRO 
Chenath program. It allows the modelling of the thermal 
performance of a building as three zones in a preset 

climate. The users of the building are in effect 
standardised as ventilation rates and activities such as 
blind and curtain operations are preset. As NatHERS 
figures do not account for the efficiencies of fuel or 
appliance type or for patterns of energy use, the absolute 
energy predicted to heat and cool is modified by a 
coefficient of performance (COP) value. In this case it is 
assumed that it equates to an air conditioner with a 

heating COP of 3.3 and a cooling COP of 2.6 (Daikin 
2002). This figure is multiplied by 50 years to give a life 
cycle value. The normalized energy figures are then 
multiplied by the impact of electricity for New South 
Wales, the case study location to allow comparison with 
the impacts of the materials. 
 
3.5. The functional unit 
The three case study designs were modified to resemble 

each other as a Base Case. They were also modified to 
include specific thermal strategies, including insulation. 
Table 1 list all the models and their attributes. 
 
3.6. Boundary of functional unit 
The boundary of the items included in the functional units 
considered is limited to the houses. The impact of the 
street and services to the house are not considered as 

this impact would be the same which ever design was 
pursued.  There is a useful boundary that responds to 
the Pareto Rule that the majority of impacts are captured 
with the major construction items making up 80% and 
that calculating the last 20% requires increasing effort. 
Also in this case of comparing only the items that are 
different are included. For example it could be assumed 
that each house would have the same furniture and 

electrical appliances.  
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 1: Description of models 
Model Description 

SD As Designed 
 
 

Concrete slab on ground, timber 
framed brick veneer, plasterboard lined. 
timber truss roof, 450mm eaves 

colorbond custom orb foil backed 
blanket. Aluminium framed windows. 
Carpet floor finish to the bedrooms with 

tile elsewhere. 2.7m floor to ceiling 
height. Ceiling Insulation (R3) and wall 
insulation (R2) 

SD WS & Drape 
Pelm't 

Addition of drapes on aluminium track 
system and timber pelmets 

S1 No insulation  

S2 & R2 Roof Insulate 
As S1 with addition of glass wool 
insulation to Roof 

S3 & Wall sizalate 
As S2 with addition of aluminium foil 

building paper to walls 

S4 R1.5 Wall Insulate As S2 changing foil to Insulation (R1.5) 

S5 R2 Wall Insulate 
As S2 Increasing R1.5 glass wool 

insulation batts to R2 

SB Base Case 
Reduced ceiling height to 2.4m 
(reduces eave height). No insulation 

SB1 Base Case 
Insulated 

Addition of Insulation (R3) to ceiling 
and to walls (R2).  

JD As Designed 

Concrete slab on ground, 90 mm 
blockwork lower walls with upper steel 
framed walls clad in Custom orb, 

parasol truss roof with 1200mm 
overhangs custom orb sheeting on foil 
blanket.  Aluminium framed windows. 

The slab is bare (used as thermal 
mass), with upper floor steel framed 
particleboard.  A verandah to the north 

and south shades the thermal mass. 

JD WS & Drape 
Pelm't 

Addition of drapes on aluminium track 
system and timber pelmets 

JDG Dble Glazed Low 
E 

Changing the window units to double 
glazed units with lowE glass 

J1 R3 Insulate Ceiling 
As designed with Insulation added to 

ceiling (R3) 

J2 &  Dble Glazed 
Low E 

Model J1 with ceiling insulation and 
double glazed units with lowE glass 

JBV No insulation  Removing all wall insulation 

JBV1 R2 Walls R3 
ceiling 

Addition of Insulation (R3) to ceiling 
and to walls (R2).  

JB Base case 

Removal of eaves, standard 2.5 ceiling, 
brick veneer. No insulation. Timber 
framed walls and truss roof. 

GD As Designed 

Concrete slab on ground, timber 
framed with upper walls clad in Custom 
orb, reverse timber truss roof with 

700mm overhangs custom orb sheeting 
on foil blanket.  Aluminium framed 
windows. The slab is bare (used as 

thermal mass), with tiles to the south 
rooms.  A verandah to the north and 
custom orb awnings shade the thermal 

mass.  

GD WS & Drape 
Pelm't 

Addition of glass wool insulation batts  

G1 Adjustable 
Awnings 

The awnings and verandah overhangs 
are changed to an aluminium 
adjustable louver system 

G2 External venetians 

The Louvre system of the awnings is 
removed from the north and applied 

vertically to the  windows to the living 
and bedrooms. 

G3 & R2 insulation to 

ext. 

Addition of glass wool insulation to 

walls 

GBV Brick Veneer 
The rammed earth is removed and 
timber framed Brick veneer used. 

GB   Base Case 

Removal of upper clerestory windows 
and walls, standard truss roof with 2.4 
ceiling, no insulation, brick veneer 

walls.  

GB1  Base Case 
Insulated 

Addition of Insulation (R3) to ceiling 
and to walls (R2). 
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4. RESULTS 
 
4.1. Energy Use 
The Energy use results showing the various design 
options are shown in the graph Figure 7 below. The 

utilization energy is primary energy, which takes into 
account average transmission losses. The bars show a 
line returning showing the recycle credits if all the 
elements used in the buildings are disassembled and 
recycled.  
Though a life cycle model is simple, and the boundary 
restricted, the graph shows some considerable 
differences some confidence can be placed on judging 
whether one option is better than another. An 

examination if the graph in Figure 8 shows considerable 
differences between the designs allowing some 
confidence. Also there are significant differences 
revealed when cladding material choices are compared.  
When the ‘as designed’ series GD, JD and SD are 
compared, it can be seen that over the life cycle of 50 
years the JD model has almost one third less energy use 
than the models GD and SD. The model GD seems 

slightly better than SD, but when recycling credits are 
taken into account the models use very similar energy. 
Of great interest is that dramatic improvement that 
adding drapes and pelmets (with ideal occupants) made 
to the model GD. Also for the JD model the addition of 
drapes almost halved the heating energy use. The G 
models with 48m

2
 of glazing have a greater area than 

either the J models with 29m
2
 or the S models with 41m

2
, 

and of all of the models it has the least cooling required. 
It is possible that this large reduction of energy in Model 
GD with the use of curtains is related to the reduction of 
heat loss through the windows. To more accurately 
compare the design configuration each was modelled 
with similar materials. The J and G series were modelled 

as brick veneer with Insulation to ceilings and walls to 
match the SD model, below they are models JBV1 and 
GBV. Both JBV1 and GBV are an improvement over the 
SD model. For the J series the brick veneer added 

considerably to the embodied energy without improving 
the thermal performance, whereas for the G design the 
insulated brick veneer was an improvement over the 
rammed earth, as though brick adding slightly to the 
embodied energy, the added insulation improved the 
thermal performance.  
The designs were varied again to test the possible 
variation in impact due to planning decisions. They were 

all modelled as if they were mass produced housing as 
built in suburbia in the 1990’s. In this case both the J and 
G designs were modified to have standard truss roofs 
and the S series was given a 2.4m ceiling to match.  All 
the base case models, marked ‘B’, are brick veneer with 
no insulation except the blanket under the steel roofing.  
It can be seen that the JB model has the least energy 
use with the GB model having slightly greater energy use 

and model SD having the greatest impact. 
As a test the base case for models GB and SB were 
insulated to the same level. This showed that in both 
cases the reduction in wall area achieved by dropping 
the ceiling to 2.4m improved both the embodied energy 
and utilisation energy use slightly. For the SB model the 
dropping of the wall height resulted the eave dropping to 
increase shadow on the windows. This resulted in 

reduced cooling load and a slight increase in heating 
energy use. For the G series the reduction of clerestory 
glazing and the introduction of standard eaves increased 
the cooling energy required but reduced significantly the 
heating. For the GD model the most effective 
improvement was the introduction of variable shading 
devices (as models G1 & G2) , the effect of this is shown 
in that it retained the requirement for a very small amount 

 

 
Figure 7: Energy use over 50 yrs for three designs compared with seven options.  
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of cooling energy, but reduced the heating energy 
required. In the climate modelled the large amount of 
thermal mass of concrete floor and rammed earth walls 
with large overhangs apparently worked well in summer, 

but was not receiving enough heating energy from the 
sun in winter. 
The S series of models shows the effect of increasing 
levels of insulation. Insulation increases slightly the 
embodied energy, and reduces slightly the cooling 
energy use, however the most dramatic effect, with this 
building configuration in this climate, is the reduction of 
heating energy with the increase of insulation from S1 to 

S5 and finally to the most insulated model SD. Noting 
that Drapes are in effect ‘insulating’ the glazing elements, 
then, in the S series the model SD with drapes is the 
most insulated model.  
For the J series the increasing of the insulation to the 
roof showed no improvement in energy use, which 
showed that the fly roof (or parasol roof) was working 
effectively as a design strategy. Despite the area of 

glazing being smaller, the use of double glazing in model 
JDG and J2 (where it is combined with increasing the 
insulation at ceiling level) shows an improvement, by 
reducing the heating energy, despite an increase in 
embodied energy. 
In regards to energy the overall basic design, including 
orientation of glazing and configuration of walls, does 
clearly make some difference to life cycle energy use. 

Brick veneer seems to of itself, without insulation, merely 
increase embodied energy over alternate lightweight 
claddings, without giving thermal benefits to reduce 
utilization energy.  Reducing wall heights has some 
advantage but not significant. The most significant factor 
is shown to be insulation level.  In all designs the merits 
of the design was overshadowed by its insulation level. 
 
4.2. Greenhouse enhancing gas production 

The graph below (Figure 8) when compared with that in 

Figure 7 shows the impact of embodied energy in this 
location is proportionally smaller in a life cycle than the 
utilization. The magnitude of the greenhouse enhancing 
gas impact is a direct result of the type of energy use, 

which in this case is NSW grid connected electricity. 
Using grid connected electricity for heating and cooling 
alters significantly the balance between embodied 
impacts and those due to utilization that are evident in 
the calculations of energy use in a life cycle. 
Again the JD model with the smallest floor area and the 
smallest window area has the least life cycle impact of 
the three as-designed models. The GD model has the 

greatest impact due to the large amount of heating 
required as a result of large overhangs combined with 
thermal mass. When variable external louvers replace 
the overhangs and insulation is added to the exterior of 
the thermal mass, as seen in the G3 model, it performs 
almost as well as the JD model and better than the SD 
model.  
The active use of drapes and pelmets can have a 

significant effect in reducing impact for all three as-
designed models, due to the large relative impact of the 
utilization energy as compared to the embodied energy 
in the life cycle. It can affect the greatest reduction when 
the heating energy is significant, as is seen with model 
GD.  
Insulation has an even greater effect in reducing the life 
cycle impact than it has in reducing the life cycle energy 

use in this scenario of air conditioners powered by NSW 
grid electricity.  
Of all of the design choices this seems to have the 
greatest effect in reducing impact. All other design 
decisions not related specifically to improving thermal 
performance seem to have little effect on reducing the 
life cycle impact. For all of the models the impact due to 
the embodied energy was similar, as are the recycle 
credits. 

 
 

 
Figure 8: Greenhouse enhancing gas production over 50 yrs for three designs compared with seven options.  
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5. DISCUSSION 
 
5.1. Design implications 
The results suggest that in energy terms the design 
configuration and window orientation is making some 

difference to the life cycle with the choice of embodied 
energy of the materials used having some effect in the 
life cycle. However, embodied energy differences have 
relative insignificance in the life cycle impact when NSW 
grid electricity is used by occupants to achieve a thermal 
performance. Improving the thermal performance 
reduces the life cycle impact more than reducing 
embodied energy impacts.  
Of the strategies to improve thermal performance in this 

climate, insulation is the most effective. Even the J model 
series with the parasol roof had a slight but not marked, 
improvement to its performance. Certainly the G series 
with the very effective rammed earth mass for cooling in 
summer was improved by adding insulation to the 
exterior.   
For a designer the inclusion of insulation is, 
unfortunately, a hidden thing, and curtains are not 

necessarily fashionable or likely to be used by the client, 
making both options seem unexciting design options. 
Also in the case of rammed earth, cladding it in insulation 
requires the application of another finish, which has 
aesthetic and symbolic implications. To include high 
levels of insulation in a building requires little skill as a 
designer, as insulation levels are merely a note on the 
drawings and a few lines in the specification.  

 
5.2. Utilization Variation 
For all as-designed models there was a significant life 
cycle reduction in energy use and the impact associated 
with this energy use by the assumption that occupants 
were effectively using curtains to insulate in the model. 
This demonstrates that to achieve the potential 
suggested by the model the use of curtains will need to 

be understood by the occupant, who is unlikely to be the 
designer. Returning to our analogy of the designer 
having a formative influence in the life cycle we can see 
that at this point the occupant has a determining role in 
whether the building achieves its design potential. 
 
5.3. Sources and magnitude of error in thermal 
modelling 
The results suggested that in order to reduce 

greenhouse gas enhancing impact, effort should be 
made to reduce the heating and cooling load. Therefore 
the accuracy of assumptions made by the modelling tool 
will affect the conclusions as to which approach is 
‘better’.  In a previous paper (Henriksen 2003)., it has 
been shown  that when the building is operated much as 
NatHERS has programmed with a similar climate that it 
does approximate heating energy loads quite well, with a 

slight underestimation of cooling. However occupation 
patterns had a significant effect on the thermal 
performance and therefore the energy use. 
 

CONCLUSION 
 
In the analogy of a building having a ‘life’ driven by 
energy and a ‘life cycle’, the designer indeed has a 
significant influence over the life cycle energy use. 
However when the life cycle is examined in terms of the 

impact of greenhouse enhancing gasses produced as a 
result of this energy use, the difference between different 
design options is more related to predictions regarding 
their thermal performance.  With this view of the life 
cycle, the analogy can be extended to suggest that 

though the designer has a role in the performance 
characteristics of the building, the occupant has a 
deciding role in determining whether it achieves a low or 
a high impact in its life cycle.  
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